CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

People use language to express inner thoughts and emotions, make sense of complex and abstract thought and learn to communicate with others. It is a device to interact or to communicate in daily activity and tell some information or messages to others, because human can’t live alone and intend to live in groups in this world. After analyzing and discussing the phrasal verbs that used by character in Miracle Worker Movie, the researcher can conclude that there are found 70 phrasal verbs that used by characters in the movie, the characters are Miss Sullivan, Mr. Keller, Mrs. Keller, James, Aunt Ev and Dr. Anagnos.

The researcher found that there were 70 phrasal verbs appear in Miracle Worker movie, and there are found the phrasal verbs that used by characters related to 4 values of being : “honesty”, “brave”, “confidence and potential”, and “purity”. And 5 values of giving: “loyalty and trustworthiness”, “respect”, “love and affection”, “sensibility and not selfishness”, and “kind and friendly.”

B. Suggestion

After discussing the research result and conclusion, the writer derived several suggestions:
For the readers, the writer suggests that the readers should understand and the use of phrasal verbs. The using of phrasal verbs will make the readers can understand and know how to use the phrase and when to use them because it helps the readers in choosing of words when they communicate to the others.

To expand this area of investigation, the researcher hopes to the next researcher to conduct research on idiomatic expressions and educational values in the other form of literary works such as novel, poetry and drama in the purpose of enriching the pragmatic studies. It is also hoped that the study on idiom involving language other than English, so it can be widen the knowledge in applying linguistic aspect in various languages.